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INTRODUCING DRYiCE SATORI
DRYiCE Satori is a comprehensive enterprise grade collaboration product that provides one-stop access to every
internal resource including documents, whitepapers, videos, webinars, and surveys, combined with intelligent
recommendations for activities such as sharing documents, conversing with colleagues, creating social profiles to
initiating organizational events.

Book Resources
On-demand
Create and Capture
Knowledge

SATORI

Enhance Skills

Participate

Collaborate and
Communicate

WHAT CAN YOU DO ON DRYiCE SATORI?

CREATE

SEARCH

SHARE

Presentations, whitepapers,
user guides, Information sheet,
Minutes of meetings, etc.

People, communities,
documents, etc.

URLs, documents and,
suggestions

CONNECT

COMMUNICATION

RESOURCE REQUESTER

Alliance, Collaboration, Career
development, Subject Matter
Expert’s advice, etc.

Likes, thoughts,
events, etc.

Book & Manage on-demand
resources on Satori

WHAT BENEFITS DOES DRYiCE SATORI PROVIDE TO THE ENTERPRISE?
Provides a one-stop
‘Service First’
environment

Enables customization
of rich user profiles,
templates and
customizable dashboard

Provide web-based
interface to users

Increases transparency,
discoverability and swift
circulation of
information

Enables access to
numerous enterprise
applications for enhancing
employee skills and
productivity

Reduces email traffic
and storage
requirements with all
content and discussions
in a single place

Provides fast
information updates
without page refreshing
(via the AJAX
technology)

KEY FEATURES

TRAININGS

SATORI READER

KPP TRACKER

Getting enrolled to any training
was never easy till satori training
application. It is designed for teams
for managing internal trainings

Satori reader is a content
gathering application, it is an
aggregator of content served by
web feeds

Tracking your performance
across the KPPs you have set

CUSTOM LISTS

RESOURCE REQUESTER

Q&A

Design your own list to
gather information. It enables
user to create forms or
collect any type of data

Book and manage on-demand
resources on Satori

Ask questions to your followers.
You can also rate the answers received

SURVEY

PROJECT
MANAGEMENT APPS

Conducting surveys is now
easy with satori survey application

Supporting project management
activities like monitoring,
billing, compliance etc.

HIGHLIGHTS

FOR A 7B USD TECHNOLOGY SERVICES MAJOR

55,000+

3,00K+

400+

3000+

Employees use Satori

Documents uploaded
& shared

Communities are housed

Training modules
created for users

HCL DRYiCETM
The Enterprise AI Foundation, is an Autonomics & Orchestration suite of AI powered products, platforms & services, that leverage
the world’s best AI technology to enable Enterprises to operate leaner, faster and cheaper, while ensuring superior business
outcomes in terms of experience, speed and agility. HCL’s proprietary AI and machine learning modules also bring the power of
AI to transform IT & Business services, Business Processes, Digital operations, & application engineering processes.

For more information
write to us at dryice@hcl.com or visit DRYiCE.ai

Hello there! I am an Ideapreneur. I believe that sustainable business outcomes are driven by relationships
nurtured through values like trust, transparency and flexibility. I respect the contract, but believe in going
beyond through collaboration, applied innovation and new generation partnership models that put your
interest above everything else. Right now 1,15,000 Ideapreneurs are in a Relationship Beyond the Contract™
with 500 customers in 32 countries. How can I help you?
TM

